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By Mary Higgins Clark

Simon & Schuster Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Melody Lingers on, Mary
Higgins Clark, Lane Harmon, assistant to a renowned interior designer, is used to meeting the rich
and famous in their opulent homes. But when she is called to the Bennett house, she knows this job
will be different. Parker Bennett has been missing for two years - since just before the discovery that
billions of dollars had vanished from a fund he managed. The scandal has not died and a cloud of
suspicion remains around his name. Did he commit suicide or was his disappearance staged? His
wife is convinced Parker is innocent - and alive. But there are people after him who are determined
to learn the truth at any cost. And the more Lane gets drawn into the Bennett's world of glamour
and intrigue, the most she puts her life and those of her family in jeopardy.With the hair-raising skill
that has made her a multi-million copy global phenomenon, Mary Higgins Clark combines a huge
financial scandal and a breathtaking tale of deception and betrayal into one of her finest novels
yet.
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is the very best operate by any author. it had been writtern extremely flawlessly and beneficial. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this publication.
-- Am er ica  Glea son-- Am er ica  Glea son

Extensive manual for book fans. It really is simplified but surprises inside the fi y percent of your pdf. I realized this pdf from my dad and i advised this pdf
to discover.
-- Geoffr ey Wiz a-- Geoffr ey Wiz a
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